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Ask Kelly...
Bride-to-bee Emma
Hallett will wed Matthew
Chilvers on November 17,
2014, at Leez Priory,
Chelmsford.

“We’ve only recently got
engaged and have done the
first job of setting a date and
booking the registrar. What
now?”

Kelly says...
Hi Emma,
First of all, huge
congratulations! It sounds like
you’ve taken care of the
immediate jobs so you can
probably breathe a sigh of
excited relief for a moment. We
only spent seven months
planning our big day, so it was
all systems go from day one,
but you still have plenty of time
to be able to stop and enjoy
your engagement for a while.

I would say spend some
time with your fiancé
discussing what both of your
hopes and visions are for your
day and get a rough idea of
colours and themes, likes and
dislikes so you are ready to
start planning properly.

Our number one priority was
making sure our chosen
photographer, Ivan Finch of
Town and Country
Photographic, could make our
date so he was our first port of
call and we booked him
immediately. If you have
suppliers you are desperate to
use, get them booked asap to
avoid any disappointment
nearer the date.

It’s also important to get a
rough idea of the numbers you
will be dealing with so jotting
down a draft guest list is a
good idea. Lots of things
depend on those numbers,
such as number of invites,
number of tables during your
wedding breakfast which
includes the number of floral or
other table decorations, plus
an idea of price for your venue
which will be dictated by the
number of guests. And, of
course, let the most important
people in your life know the
big date! To save money, we
simply text our nearest and
dearest a “save the date”
message, but you can splash
out on cards, magnets or all
manner of novel ideas to send
out before your official
invitations.

Most of all, take your time in
making decisions, don’t be
pushed into booking anything
or anyone you’re not 100%
certain about and you will end
up with the day of your
dreams!

After months of work
...a fairytale ending
W e did it! On June 1, I

finally became Mrs
Kelly Robertson and

wife to Mark. Our wedding day at
Leez Priory was simply perfect
and I can’t wait to share lots of
photos with you in a future
column. But, for now, here’s some
more insight into how we created
our beautifully individual day.

As I said at the start of my
column, we were determined our
wedding would be different. We
didn’t want the same homemade
table plan we’ve seen time and
again. We were adamant we
would not have rose petals on the
tables or covers and sashes on
the chairs. Of course, every
wedding is beautiful, but we
simply wanted to think outside
the box when it came to the finer
details of our day.

Being a complete romantic and
always dreaming of the fairytale, I
knew as soon as I lay eyes on the
Once Upon A Time invites from
Kara’s Design, we had the start of
our wedding theme. Before you
groan and have thoughts of an
over-the-top Katie Price type
princess wedding, let me explain.
I like to think our thoughts were
more along the lines of simple,
rustic, classy, with a touch of
literature and a sprinkle of
fairytale. Being a writer, words
are important to me and so it felt
right to have this storybook type

feel to our stationery. Our request
to have a guestbook cover with
Be Our Guest on and thank you
cards with And They Lived
Happily Ever After across
them was met
with delight by
designer Kara
who immediately
set to work
creating them for
us.

During my
extensive internet
research, I
stumbled
across another
incredibly
talented
designer –
Bridezilla
Design
Company
already had
a table plan
based on a
newspaper
style in their
collection.
After a brief
email chat about the style of our
invites, designer Gemma came
back with a tweak to her product
– a table plan with a Once Upon
A Time theme, with tables named
Chapter 1 and so on. Perfect!

The antique look to both our
invites and the table plan meant
we wanted to stick with these

natural colours for the rest of our
table decor. With crisp white
table linen provided by our
venue, Leez Priory, in

Chelmsford,
we went for
rolled
napkins tied
with twine –
or hairy
string, as
we like to
call it!

When it
came to
place

names, once
again we
wanted to find
something
original;
something which
would provide a
reaction from our
guests. Edge
Inspired
specialises in
wonderful little gift
tags which you tie
around the stem of a

wine glass to reserve the seat for
a named guest. A quick chat
about the scroll font we were after
and our order was placed. We
went on to ask Charlotte to
produce larger tags as table
names – on which she put
romantic fairytale quotes – as
well as further tags to reserve

seats in our ceremony room.
By keeping our flowers simple

– white roses with gypsophila –
and our table decorations as
glass storm candles, we hoped
to achieve a striking, but simple
look.

Other little touches we are
proud of include –
 We refused to spend a fortune
on favours which guests wouldn’t
appreciate or would leave
behind. What would be a
wonderful gift for one, would be
ignored by others. So, when we
found my favourite chocolates –
Lindor – come in white chocolate
which have antique gold
wrappers, we struck upon the
idea to simply place one inside
each guest’s wine glass.
Everyone loves chocolate and we
spent less than £20 on favours

for 73 people; bargain!
 Much like favours, wedding
cake is either loved or hated. I
personally don’t like wedding

cake and so we decided against
spending hundreds of pounds on
one. Towers of cupcakes have
become a popular trend, so that
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wasn’t “different” enough for us.
Instead, we discussed with the
chef at Leez Priory the idea of
having a tower of individual

cheesecakes – my favourite
dessert – as our wedding “cake”.
To once again be clever with our
budget, the creations could be

served as dessert and are
included in the price of our
three-course meal.
 We knew our tower of white
cheesecakes would make a
striking impression so we hadn’t
planned to add any decoration.
But, when we struck upon
MyMiniYou, we knew we had to
create a personalised cake
topper. Using detailed photos of
our front and side facial profiles,

plus images of our outfits,
talented sculptures set to work on
mini versions of us.
 Our rustic wedding would not
be complete without food
displayed on old silver platters,
apple crates and antique
suitcases. The look, provided by
Favour Jars venue decorators,
was completed by stacks of old
books, bunting and hessian table
runners.

Kelly’s contact book
Bridezilla Design Company
www.bridezilladesign.co.uk
Town and Country
Photographic
www.townand
countryphoto.co.uk
0208 502 3293
Edge Inspired
www.edgeinspired.com

MyMiniYou
www.myminiyou.co.uk
0845 303 8373
Favour Jars
www.facebook.com/favourjars
07824 556021
Kara’s Designs
www.karasdesigns.com
07904 600305

FINISHING TOUCHES: Venue decorators Favour Jars came up with these Drink
Me accessories

INDIVIDUAL: The fairytale-inspired
guest book and thank you cards
were designed by Kara’s Design

THE SAME... BUT SMALLER: The
miniature Kelly and Mark was created
for the big day by MyMiniYou

Bridal dilemma...keeping
everyone happy!

Weddings are known to be
stressful. Being a very organised
person, I actually enjoyed every
minute of planning our big day.
But, there’s no accounting for
people and their requests,
opinions and demands. Even
those with the most laid back
families will no doubt find a
wedding brings out new sides to
people you’ve not seen before.

My advice would be to any
couple to stand strong. Make
your decisions early on and
make a pact to stick to them and
not be pushed into changing
direction along the way.

From guest lists to seating
plans and when the bar should
be open on the day, someone is
always going to have an opinion
on something. We found
ourselves having strong words
with outsiders about who should

have button holes, whose
children should and shouldn’t be
invited and whether singletons
should get a plus one on their
invite. But, not once did we give
in to pressure.

It was our day and we were
determined to do it our way.
Change plans here and there
and suddenly the biggest day of
your life isn’t how you always
dreamed – and still people
wouldn’t be happy. I’ve heard

many brides say they had to give
in to parents’ wishes for their
friends to come along because
they had paid for or contributed
to the day, but our view on that is
any money given towards a
wedding from a parent should be
done as a gift, not as a right to
control. A wedding is about
celebrating the love two people
have for each other – nothing on
the day is more important than
that.


